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Tour to Death Valley from Las Vegas, 8 hrs, Las Vegas

Seller Info

Rais Khoussainov

wwtlasvegas@gmail.com

Wild West Tours

Wild West Tours

Our company was established in 2007 and is engaged in

individual services in the field of tourism and consulting

activities. Our specialization is individual tours of the Western

United States, canyons, and National Parks, accompanied by a

personal Russian-speaking (and English-speaking) guide.

Rais

Khoussainov

Nov 30, 1999

+1 (702) 985-9613

http://www.wild-west-tours.com

United States

Nevada

Las Vegas

8812 Silver Mountain Ct

89134

 ZELLE

Listing details

Common

DESCRIPTION: During this excursion we will visit the most arid, hottest and lowest point in the

Western Hemisphere. A walk through the endless salt lake will not leave

anyone indifferent.

 

We will make stops in such picturesque places of this unusual region, like

Zabriskie Point, Dante's View, artists road, walk around the salt marshes at the

lowest point of the park and visit a small museum and tourist center.

 

On the way, we can see abandoned settlements - ghost towns, old equipment

abandoned mines, so popular for filming Hollywood movies! More surreal

landscapes than in the Valley of Death, it's hard to imagine.
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An extended version of this excursion (+2 hours, on request) can include a stop

on the sand dunes and / or a real winery in the heart of the desert! You can try

several varieties of local wine.

 

This tour can be safely considered the most contrasting and exotic in this

region.

Itinerary: Las Vegas-Death Valley-Las Vegas

Posted: May 22, 2017

Location

Country: United States

Region: Nevada

Departure city: Las Vegas

BOOKING:

PRIVATE GROUP PRICE

Private 1-3 per.: $ 540

Private 4-6 pers.: $ 590

calendar

Important

IMPORTANT TO

KNOW:

Our specialization is individual tourism. Therefore, after agreeing and

approving the exact dates of the trip, the route can be slightly changed and

adjusted according to your wishes.

WHAT IS INCLUDED:: Personal Russian-speaking guide

The fare to the National Parks along the route

Individual transport (sedan or minivan)

Bottled water for the group

NOT INCLUDED:: Meals for group and guide

Paid attractions, museums, when visiting

Tipping guide

Cost of medical tourism insurance

A visit to the Scotti Castle and the Moving Stone is not included in the

program due to the closure of the road as a result of the flood.

Additional
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